
Is it the end for Sebastian Vettel? 

 

Not a question you’d expect to ask on November 24 2013, on the eve of the inimitable 

German’s fourth consecutive Formula One title. 

 

Vettel is just 32 (two years younger than current champion Lewis Hamilton), has the record 

for the most successive race wins with nine and was the youngest ever Drivers’ Champion. 

He’s third in all-time race victories and podium finishes, and fourth in overall pole positions. 

 

Fast-forward about five-and-a-half years and Vettel is already 100 points adrift of Lewis 

Hamilton at the top of the Drivers’ Championship, closer to 39-year-old Kimi Raikkonen in 

eighth than Hamilton in first. 

 

He’s only three points ahead of team-mate and nominal team number two Charles Leclerc. 

He has zero wins so far this season - the same as Antonio Giovinazzi, Alexander Albon and 

Lance Stroll. 

 

Team-mate dynamics 

 

2009-2013:  race wins 42%, poles 46.5%, fastest laps 23.2%. 

2014:   race wins 0%, poles 0%, fastest laps 10.5%. 

 

2015-2018:  race wins 16.1%, poles 12.3%, fastest laps 16%. 

2019:   race wins 0%, poles 10%, fastest laps 10%. 

 

Statistics show both this year and 2014 - the years he had a new young challenger in his team 

(Daniel Ricciardo at Red Bull 2014, Leclerc at Ferrari 2019) Vettel has seen a significant 

drop in form.  

 

At Red Bull, when challenged by the Australian he wilted. The previous season he was the 

first man ever to win nine successive races in a season, but ten months later he became the 

first driver since Jacques Villeneuve in 1998 to fail to win a race in a title defence. 

 

The Renault engine in Red Bull’s car was significantly less powerful than before, but it was 

the same for Daniel Ricciardo, who won three races to Vettel’s zero and finished 71 points 

ahead of his team-mate - the first time Vettel was outscored by a team-mate. 

 

Although the loss of form was more pronounced in 2014, considering his previous 

consecutive title wins, he has still declined this year since Raikkonen was replaced by the 

Frenchman. 

 

 

Comparison to Hamilton 

 

This season Bottas has finished above Hamilton three times, on two of those occasions 

Hamilton was within four seconds; in contrast, Leclerc has finished above Vettel four times 

this campaign - but on all those occasions he finished more than 15 seconds behind. 

 



Leclerc has finished behind Vettel five times, but three of those have been within five 

seconds - when Leclerc finishes behind Vettel it tends to be close, but when Vettel finishes 

behind Leclerc it tends to be substantial.  

 

If Leclerc carries on like this, the team dynamic will become even more uncomfortable for 

Vettel than it already is after his series of crashes in the past year. 

 

Vettel’s mental state is also questionable. After the racing incident in Canada which saw 

Vettel penalised five seconds, meaning Hamilton took the win by 3.658 seconds, Vettel 

reacted furiously, saying the stewards were stealing the race from him. 

 

Over the radio after the race, he said: “No, no, no. Not like that. You have to be an absolute 

blind man, when you go on the grass how are you supposed to control your car? This is the 

wrong world.” 

 

He then stormed off into the Ferrari area, and seemingly decided he was not going to the 

podium. He was finally persuaded but on the way, he moved the number one board from in 

front of Hamilton's Mercedes and moved it in front of where his car should have been. 

 

Ferrari bizarrely then reviewed the penalty - with 82% in a recent BBC Sport poll said 

Vettel's penalty should not be overturned. 

 

 

Can he bounce back and make home advantage count in Germany this weekend? 

 

Lewis Hamilton said: “Absolutely he'll rebound. He is one of the greats in F1. He's had a 

difficult period, but he's a four-time world champion. 

 

“He will recover. He will redeem himself, and he will come back stronger the next race. 

That's what great athletes do.” 

 

It is almost a year since 32-year-old Vettel, who has slipped to fourth in the championship, 

last won a race, Belgian Grand Prix when he beat pole-sitter Hamilton to victory. 

 

While Hamilton won the British GP last week, his sixth home victory, Vettel has won just 

once at Hockenheim, back in 2013 with Red Bull. 

 

Last year, Vettel started the race on pole but crashed out from the lead. It was a race that also 

appeared to signal the start of a catalogue of race-costing errors he has made over the last 12 

months. 

 

The signs, and the numbers, aren’t great for the man once thought to be Michael 

Schumacher’s successor. But he’s made a career out of overcoming expectations. 

 


